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Modeling physical phenomena through computational
simulation increasingly relies on generating a
collection of related runs, known as an ensemble.
This article explores the challenges we face in
developing analysis and visualization systems for
large and complex ensemble data sets, which we

seek to understand without having to view the results of every simulation run.
Implementing approaches and ideas developed in response to this goal, we
demonstrate the analysis of a 15K run material fracturing study using Slycat, our
ensemble analysis system.

Traditional scientific visualization systems provide tools to explore and compare no more than a
handful of simulation results simultaneously. Rather than scaling in the number of results, these
systems have been designed to scale relative to problem size, focusing on interactive visualization of extremely large results data. However, there are some important types of questions that
cannot be answered with just a few simulations. In particular, sensitivity analysis, uncertainty
quantification, and parameter studies all rely on generating a collection of simulation runs, typically referred to as an ensemble. An ensemble is a set of related runs, each of which is a sample
within a shared problem space. Ensemble data is typically large, consisting of paired sets of input parameters and simulation results. The inclusion of the input parameters (or a set of independent variables) is a key distinction that separates ensemble research from research into
techniques for comparing collections of results data.
With increases in the availability and scale of High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms,
ensembles are increasingly being used to evaluate and understand computational models. The
trend has been towards growth in the numbers of runs within an ensemble, so scalability is a key
requirement for designing systems to explore and interpret ensemble results. In Slycat,1 an ensemble visualization and analysis system that we are developing at Sandia National Laboratories,
we routinely work with ensembles containing thousands of runs. In the last year or two, we have
started seeing ensembles with tens of thousands of runs.
Our goal in ensemble analysis is to enable an understanding of the ensemble without requiring
the user to view each simulation’s data. This is analogous to using text analysis to understand the
content of a set of documents without reading them all. Beyond scalability issues, there are three
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aspects of ensemble analysis that make it difficult: the complex nature of the results data, the difficulty of defining analysis approaches that reveal high-level relationships between runs or between variables, and finding suitable visual representations at various levels of abstraction.

Figure 1. Parameter Space Model of a 15K run ensemble to study material fracturing, filtered by
velocity value on left, showing in situ generated images of an anomalous run, which have been
retrieved from a remote computing system.
Depending on the simulation code and the problem being modeled, results data typically include
multiple variables saved in a series of temporal snapshots. The variables can consist of scalar or
vector values, or they can be a set of values arranged into more complex structures, such as volumes, surfaces, matrices, graphs, or trees. With the growth of in situ visualization, which renders
images and videos as part of the simulation, we are seeing media-based results increasingly
among the outputs. These results combine decreased capabilities for post-simulation control of
views, variable selections, and visualization parameters with increased data fidelity, especially
temporal fidelity, during image rendering.
How do we construct a mental model of such a diverse set of results and relate that back to the
input parameters? To understand the ensemble as a whole, we need analysis methods that summarize the predominant behaviors of the overall group. This includes relationships between sets
of runs, individual runs relative to the majority, correlations between variables, and how set
membership or all of the preceding relationships change over time. The analysis techniques selected are highly dependent on the type of results data being compared and the type of relationships being evaluated. For example, Slycat uses hierarchical, agglomerative clustering for
discovering set relationships within time series results, and Canonical Correlation Analysis1 for
correlating relationships between input variables and scalar outputs.
The last challenge is the visual representation. Representations of ensemble data are closely tied
to the level of abstraction being shown, ranging from highly abstract to concrete. We define four
levels of abstraction for viewing an ensemble: the entire ensemble, sets of runs, individual runs,
and individual simulation results. A representation at the ensemble level shows trends or behaviors that are exhibited by most of the runs, including relationships between variables and their
values. Relationships may include variable correlations, spatial distributions of values, spatial
co-occurrences, or temporal shifts in any of the preceding. Abstractions for sets of runs display
group relationships, such as similarities between clusters of responses. At the level of individual
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runs, the abstraction explicitly represents runs as separate entities in the visualization. Similarities and differences in runs relative to the broader group can reveal the robustness of solution
spaces, outliers, or anomalies. Finally, the ability to drill-down to the level of an individual run
and quantitatively examine its unique input and output data is important for understanding anomalies.
The choice of representation for a particular result type is also tied to the mental model of the
user community. For instance, circuit simulations produce sequences of voltage and current values over time as outputs. Electrical analysts want to see and compare waveform shapes as graphs
of amplitude over time, so at least one of the abstraction levels should present the data in this familiar form.
Interactions are as important as the representations in designing the interface. Representations
should be linked to explore relationships across abstraction levels. At the ensemble level, the visual elements themselves can be used as affordances within the interface, executing operations
over sets of simulations or acting as filters to enable rapid reduction in visual clutter. At the level
of individual runs, each simulation can be linked to both ensemble level groups and to individual
variable values. As information foraging2 leads the analyst to a reduced set of simulations, group
operations can be used to retrieve and compare sets of result variables.

SHARED ATTRIBUTE SPACES
To compare members of an ensemble, we need to find sets of variables shared by all the runs,
such as a multi-variate set of scalar outputs, or a finite element mesh of the final time step in the
simulation. We will refer to these variables as shared attribute spaces. Although it might seem
that simulation ensembles could be easily constructed to simply generate common result sets,
even outputs as simple as time series data may require transformations prior to comparison. For
instance, the set of time series may not all span identical time intervals, sequences may contain
differing numbers of values, or values may not be sampled at corresponding times. Consequently, the attribute space is a transformation of the data that is constructed to facilitate comparisons. For more complex output types, attribute spaces based on statistical measures or extracted
features are necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the results.
In the research literature, we see that ensemble systems tailor their techniques to the types of results data being analyzed. Some good examples of ensemble analysis systems for various results
types include: spatial data,3 spatiotemporal weather/climate,4 flow fields over time,5 shape generation,6 and visual effects design in movies.7
Although exploratory visual analysis may be done to gain insights into a data set, typically ensembles are generated to perform a specific analysis task. That task, combined with the results
data type, determines the analysis techniques that are used. In their survey of parameter space
analysis research, Sedlmair et al. identified six recurring analysis tasks: parameter optimization,
result partitioning, fitting measured data, identifying outliers, quantifying uncertainty (results
reliability), and sensitivity analysis of the results relative to changes in the inputs.8
Data fitting and uncertainty are especially difficult due to the challenges in constructing a shared
attribute space between simulation data and measured real-world data. For example, the input
parameters used by the simulation may not correspond to the set of independent variables in the
experimental data, there may be calibration differences in measured data, or experimental results
may consist of a set of photographs created under unknown conditions (lighting, lens characteristics, positioning). There is great demand for comparing simulation and real-world data, so we
expect this will be an important research area in the near future.

SLYCAT MODELS
Although for scientists, each simulation run is a model of real-world phenomena given certain
conditions, we use the term model to refer to our modeling of the ensemble data, not the physics.
Within Slycat, a model encapsulates an attribute space, an analysis method, a set of visual representations, and a set of interactions between those representations.
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Slycat models are each tailored to address specific results types, so different model types can
provide complementary perspectives of data features when analyzing the same data set. Insights
gained from each model combine to create a more complete mental model of the underlying
problem domain.
We currently have models providing correlation analysis, parameter exploration, and time series
clustering. Correlation analysis looks exclusively at scalar-valued table data and addresses the
tasks of sensitivity analysis and outlier identification. Parameter exploration combines table data
and media data, facilitating tasks of parameter optimization and outlier finding. Time series clustering operates on tables and temporal sequences, targeting the tasks of result partitioning and
outlier detection. Because we want to map results back to input parameters, table data is a component of all Slycat model types.
The Slycat architecture integrates data management into our models. Typically, results consist of
many files per run, distributed across multiple directories, stored on a remote file system. Analysis of even a single result variable across all runs can entail significant data management issues
due to the size, locality, and organization of the results data. Minimizing data movement helps to
mitigate these issues. Analysis is performed in parallel by remotely launching jobs through a
Slycat Agent on the same HPC where the ensemble was created, as shown in Figure 2. This reduces the scale of data moved from the HPC to that of a much smaller set of analysis artifacts
and a handful of results from selected sets of runs. Results, such as images or movies, are interactively pulled from the HPC and viewed remotely on the analysts’ desktops via commodity web
clients.

Figure 2. Slycat web-based architecture, designed for ensemble analysis and visualization.
Ensemble data is stored on the HPC, where analysis is performed in parallel to reduce computation
time and avoid data movement. Analysis results are sent to the Slycat server, where they form the
basis of a Slycat model. Models combine analysis of specific results types with multiple visual
representations, each with a different level of abstraction. Users remotely visualize and interact with
these models through a standard web browser. Drill-down to view individual results data, such as
images or movies, is interactively managed by the model through the Slycat Agent.
Prior to beginning this work, we interviewed analysts at Sandia to evaluate workflows, analysis
needs, and available tools.1 Slycat resulted from our identification of an unmet need for ensemble analysis. Our choices in targeted results data types, analysis tasks, and visual interfaces were
made in response to requests from, and in collaboration with, our users.

MATERIAL FRACTURING PROBLEM
We use Slycat to analyze a solid mechanics problem, consisting of a 15K run ensemble. This ensemble explores changes in material responses as a punch impacts a plate (shown in Figure 3)
under various conditions. The analysts are interested in understanding how different parameter
combinations affect stresses and material fracturing around the point of impact. Over the course
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of the simulation, as stresses distort mesh cells beyond certain limits, those cells are removed
from the mesh and marked as dead. The missing cells form the fracture.
Sierra/SolidMechanics9 and ParaView Catalyst10 are the simulation and in situ codes, respectively, used to generate the ensemble. Given the large number of simulation runs, we did not
save volumetric results, choosing to save in situ generated outputs instead. For each of the 15K
runs, the ensemble consists of 8 input parameters and 38 outputs (12 scalar results, 16 variables
changing over time, 6 event-triggered images, and 4 movies of 1000 frames each). Although the
total data size was small, only about a terabyte, the complexity is derived from the sheer number
and variety of results. This ensemble is used in generating all the examples in the remainder of
the paper.

Figure 3. In situ generated movie frame showing material fracturing as a punch impacts a plate.
Cells are colored by Von Mises stress. Dead cells have been removed from the mesh of the plate
(near the blue region on the right side of the image).
We want to answer the following questions. Are there groups of runs that share fracturing behaviors? How many groups? Which runs are in each group? Do runs change groups over time? Do
specific input values correspond to group membership? How do cell behaviors near the point of
impact differ relative to group membership?

TIME SERIES MODEL
Since cell death is tightly coupled with fracturing behavior, we want to understand how cell
death evolves over time. We use Slycat’s Time Series Model to analyze a temporal result containing running totals for the number of dead cells, sampled at each time step (Figure 4). Note
that the lines are color-coded by initial velocity values, which we chose because the results of
analyzing the parameter table with Slycat’s Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) Model
showed that this input parameter has the strongest correlation with output metrics for stresses
(see below).
Looking at the individual-run-level representation in the line plot view (Figure 4, upper right),
where each line represents cell deaths for a single run, we see that there are four or five distinct
groups. The red lines represent runs with the smallest initial velocities and the dark blue lines are
those with the largest. We see that cell death, and hence fracturing, increases with the initial velocity of the punch.
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Figure 4. Time series analysis of cell deaths over time in 15k run fracture ensemble. Each run is
color-coded by initial velocity value. In the line plot view on the right, the x-axis is simulation time
and the y-axis is cumulative cell deaths. An anomalous run in orange is highlighted. Initially a
member of the orange group, this run later shifts into the white group.
Changing to the Parameter Space Model to view videos from each group, we discover that a
high-speed impact stretches and tears the plate cells, leading to earlier and greater numbers of
cell deaths, while a slower impact does less cell damage (sometimes not even penetrating the
plate), leading to fewer and later cell deaths (see Figure 7).
To better evaluate whether the dark and light blue runs form distinct groups, we switch to the
ensemble-level abstraction (Figure 4, upper left), which uses agglomerative hierarchical clustering. We chose this analysis method because it does not require prior knowledge of the number of
clusters, and the dendrogram representation because it mirrors the technique. The dendrogram is
initially only drawn to a few levels, with most of the tree hidden in subtree icons, which are the
purple triangles annotated with the number of the hidden leaves. Each subtree or leaf node is followed by a sparkline,12 which is an exemplar of the plot shape for runs in that subtree. Dendrogram components act as controls, not only in the display of the tree itself, but also in the line plot
and the table (Figure 5).
By highlighting one of the two dark blue subtrees (clicking on a sparkline selects its subtree
members in both the line plot and the table), we can see that although the two groups initially
have similar plots, the highlighted set of dark blue runs levels off with fewer overall deaths. As
the dendrogram shows, the highlighted runs more closely match the light blue group (whose subtree is immediately above the highlighted group) than the non-highlighted dark blue set. By interactively manipulating the view, we can determine that there are only four unique groups of
responses. We use the highlighted rows in the table to identify group members through their ID
number.
The dendrogram can also be used to find outliers and anomalous runs. In Figure 5, two light blue
outliers appear in the dendrogram above the three subtrees that we previously discussed. In Figure 4, the highlighted anomalous run in orange initially aligns with the orange group, then transitions to more closely match the behaviors of the white group. The dendrogram shows it as a lone
run (fourth sparkline from the bottom) and links it with the white group’s subtree below.
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Figure 5. The darkened portion of the dendrogram represents the visible runs. The line plot and
table views are reduced to show only the cell death evolution for the visible subtree. Within those
runs, the bottom subtree with the darker sparkline has been selected, highlighting its member runs
in both the line plot and the table.

CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS MODEL
It is not enough to cluster temporal results in the Time Series Model, we want to understand how
differences in the input parameters are related to changes in the responses. Although we could
have stepped through color-coding the line plots by each of the input variables to discover the
relationship between initial velocity and cell deaths, a more efficient approach is to use the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) Model to explore relationships between variables.11
CCA operates on tables of scalar values, providing correlations between two sets of multivariate
data, such as between sets of input parameters and output metrics, which form the shared attribute space. We selected this analysis method to perform sensitivity analysis because it maps well
to the duality of our data space and provides a many-to-many analysis of the variables, i.e. it
simultaneously correlates all the inputs to all the outputs (see our earlier paper for more detail).1
CCA can be used for sensitivity analysis, determining which input variables are the primary
drivers of the results, the strength of the correlations, and whether the correlations are negative or
positive. The correlations between variables form the ensemble-level abstraction and are shown
in the bar chart in the upper left of Figure 6.
We chose a bar chart for the representation because we wanted to encode both the magnitude and
type of correlation so they could be understood pre-attentively. Although the weight values are
written in the central column, they are also encoded in the bar length. Color and orientation of
the bars redundantly encode the positive or negative correlation between rows of variables, with
shared color between input and output variable rows representing positive correlations and differing color showing negative correlations. Variables are sorted in order of decreasing significance (weight) in each of the input and output sets.
In Figure 6, we can see at a glance that there are only two significant input parameters, velocity
and density_1, which are negatively correlated with most of the output metrics (i.e. axis-aligned
minimum and maximum stress values at the punch tip).
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Figure 6. Correlation model for 15K run fracture problem. Ensemble level variable correlations are
shown in the bar chart (shared bar color between variables indicates positive correlation, differing
color is a negative correlation; bar length shows correlation strength). The scatterplot provides
individual level relationships between each run and the weightings in the bar chart, with two outliers
in white at the bottom. Runs are color-coded by initial velocity value.
The scatterplot provides the individual-run level of abstraction with each point representing a
run. This view shows the correspondence between the bar chart’s high-level relationships and
each simulation run. The coordinate space is highly abstract, with the x-axis representing a
metavariable that is the sum of all the input parameters and the y-axis a metavariable of all the
scalar outputs. The x and y coordinates for each run are computed as the weighted sums of input
and output values, respectively. Runs whose variable relationships exactly match the CCA
weightings will lie along the diagonal. Runs whose variable relationships do not match will appear off the diagonal, such as the two white-colored outliers in Figure 6.
This view can be used detect runs whose variable values or relationships are outliers or anomalous. Because the point coordinates depend upon all variables simultaneously, this view reveals
outliers resulting from interactions between multiple variables, which would not be discovered
by simple thresholding.
The table at the bottom provides drill-down to variable values within individual runs. All three
views are linked by selected variable (bar chart row, scatterplot color, and table column). The
scatterplot and table are linked by selected run (point and table row). These interactions facilitate
searching for patterns and relationships, such as identifying that the anomalous points in Figure 6
represent simulations with extreme values at the punch tip, one in a maximum stress variable,
and the other in a minimum stress variable.

PARAMETER SPACE MODEL
The previous two models have provided very abstract representations of simulation results. Although image and movie outputs provide familiar representations of volumetric data, without the
context of the associated simulation parameters and the ability to simultaneously view and compare multiple instances, media results rapidly become incomprehensible. The Parameter Space
Model provides this context.
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Figure 7. Parameter Space Model with synched videos to examine differences between high initial
velocity (linked to blue point on the left) and low initial velocity (linked to red point on the right).
Cells in the high velocity video are stretched and dying. The plate is not being penetrated in low
velocity case.
Like CCA, the Parameter Space Model operates on table data, but it additionally provides filtering and remote access to in situ generated media results, along with group-based operations for
interacting with them. The shared attribute space is the parameter table combined with media
types. This model can be used for tasks such as parameter optimization, result partitioning, and
identifying outliers. Other than gathering summary statistics for the variables, no analysis is done
by the system. Instead, this model is an exploratory interface to assist the user in finding patterns.
Filters are the ensemble level representation (Figure 1), showing either a set of buttons, if the
variable values are discrete as in Latin hypercube sampling, or a range slider. Summary information is only displayed if a filter is active. Filters are predominantly scatterplot controls to reduce visual clutter.
The individual-simulation-level abstraction embodied in the scatterplot is the core representation.
We chose scatterplots because we wanted to interact with media from large numbers of runs, and
points use very few pixels. Hovering over individual points (or selecting groups of points to enable a group interface) retrieves images and movies from remote data stores, providing rapid
viewing of media outputs that are linked to parameter information. Although overplotting can be
an issue with this representation, the scatterplot axes and point color-coding are interactively selectable, so the plot can be manipulated to expose interesting runs. Since outliers are often targets
for drill-down, their unique position or color can be used to further down-select runs.
Interesting media can be pinned in the view to perform comparisons (Figure 7). For multiple
pinned videos, video synch enables shared group controls for synchronized playback and singlestepping of all visible videos.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Currently, the application of multiple Slycat models to analyze the same ensemble is a manual
operation. Each model must be independently created and operations are not shared between
models. Given the power of combining multiple perspectives on a shared problem, we are working on mechanisms to link selection or visibility between models. The challenge is to do this in a
web-based framework.
An additional issue is that although Slycat provides the data management for retrieving and
viewing multiple videos using synchronized playback, screen real estate limits viewing to a
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handful of videos at a time. What we really need is a new model that will abstractly show video
similarities over time, so that we can see the shifting relationships between video results without
having to view them all.
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